Transfer Books From Iphone To Mac
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We can use iTunes to sync purchased books between iBooks and Mac, for none purchased ePub and
PDF files, Tenorshare iCareFone offers the easiest way for exporting to Mac.. Audiobooks purchased
from the iTunes store can easily be transferred to your iPod Touch and iPhone by syncing your
device to your computer. Although iTunes has a tab for music,.
How to Export iBooks from iPhone/iPad to Mac/Windows. . I download books directly on my iPad or
iPhone and read them on it. .
Yes, you can use this iPhone transfer software to FREE transfer music from iPhone to Mac.. To
manually transfer your audiobooks from your iPhone to Mac or from your iPhone to iTunes, please
simply follow these steps.. Transfer video from iPhone to . How to Transfer iPhone Video to . on
purchasing decisions and technical aspects of the iPhone, iPod, iPad, and Mac .
.ePub and .mobi files are eBooks that can be read on many devices and operating systems. ePub
eBooks are widely used in iPhones and iPads.. Do you know how to transfer books from iPad to
iPhone? . How to Copy Files from Mac to iPhone If you want to know how to transfer files from Mac to
iPhone, .. Choose the video you wanna transfer and then press "Export" button to begin to import
video from iPhone to Mac (transfer 4K video from iPhone 8/7 to Mac included).
Are you trying to save space on an iPhone and need to transfer photos from iPhone to MacBook
before getting rid of them? Do you just want to have your photos stored somewhere other than your
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